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A vice-presidential candidate is the target of complaints by graduate senators.

By Chris Xiong

A complaint has been filed against a UI Student Government executive vice president over a fund-cutting bill.

A vice-presidential candidate was working after Feb. 10.
The email was inappropriate to a former Senate member, only the president, vice president and chief justice are allowed to receive messages.

A search committee will plead guilty.

The former student accused of threatening to burn the student building will plead bargain.

A former UI dental student and his classmates will plead guilty.

A former UI student accused of threatening to burn the student building will plead guilty.

Claiborne will plead guilty.
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Stephen Stefanski, a UI law student and former Senate member, was working after Feb. 10.
The email was inappropriate to a former Senate member, only the president, vice president and chief justice are allowed to receive messages.
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The former student accused of threatening to burn the student building will plead bargain.

A former UI dental student and his classmates will plead guilty.

A former UI student accused of threatening to burn the student building will plead guilty.
**LOCAL NEWS**

Stores to give ID scanners a six-month trial-run

Local retailers selling alcohol and tobacco will begin using a new identification-scanning device.

By Tony Hokanson

Half of the stores selling alcohol and tobacco in the Iowa City and Coralville areas are now equipped with a new device that will scan customers’ drivers’ licenses.

About 70 RAV — electronic age verification — devices were distributed Wednesday in almost 50 local liquor stores, drug stores and convenience stores. The devices are small black boxes similar to credit-card machines.

When used, a clerk has to check a customer’s driver’s license. The box then tells the store owner whether the person is 21 or older.

Clarks, who has been employed as an employee at convenience stores, said these machines can be easily swiped. All the information from the card comes up on the screen and the device informs the clerk whether the person is old enough for the purchase.

Joan Stave, manager at the Leggs Company in Coralville, said she plans to test the Leggs Company manufacture’s new ID scanners because she wants to be able to scan the customer’s IDs to see if they are fake or not.

She also said the Leggs Company manufacture’s new ID scanners can even scan the drivers’ licenses for people using IDs that Illinois which cannot be scanned by the new device.

"I think we can have more control over who we are selling alcohol and tobacco to,” Stave said.

"This project is geared toward the perspective of the business owner," said Sue Rice, manager of the Iowa Alcohol Beverages Commission.

"We are trying to reduce the number of arrests of underage persons and, though it is slightly more expensive, to encourage use of ID systems is helpful.

"This industry needs to be a part of the solution and not the problem," she added.

Store director John Peterman, 21, first introduced the idea of trying the new scanners at his store. He said it will be useful tool to prevent the sale to people who aren’t of age.

"It will also take some of the pressure off of the clerks who have to ask for a person’s ID," Peterman said.

Several merchants expressed interest in using the new devices at their stores.

UI student faces assault and public intoxication charges

An Iowa City police officer arrested a UI student Wednesday for alleged assault and public intoxication.

Police were called to 1002 N. Dubuque Street around 3 p.m., according to Iowa City police officer Jim Mack.

Mack said officers responded to the store, called Michael’s Pizza on Dubuque, because they had been notified of a possible assault.

AUI student, John Stephen Brown, 19, was charged with a second-degree assault after allegedly assault police officer Thomas Blom, 45, who is a plain-clothes police officer.

Thomas Blom, 45, broke into a store to visit a friend during his shift. Blom said he had been notified that a customer had been seen inside and had been seen inside and had been asked to leave.

After Blom and his partner arrived at the scene, they were met by a man who was allegedly threatening them with a knife.

Brown, who is a UI student, was later arrested and charged with second-degree assault.

According to Mack, Brown was taken into custody and is being held at the Johnson County Jail.

"I am an employee here at the store," Blom said. "I was just on my way back from a shift."

According to Mack, the officer who arrested Brown turned over the stolen property to the university police department.

"We are investigating this incident," Mack said.

Police are still investigating the incident as of Wednesday afternoon.
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Democrats claim credit for carving out cuts

Republicans put the effort off until at least next week.

By Mike Glover
Associated Press

Democratic leaders downplayed Bush's economic proposals Wednesday for laying out a six-week nationwide tour to tout his tax cut plan. Republicans had planned to present their alternative to Vilsack on Wednesday but instead put the effort on hold after heated criticism from a broad variety of groups.

"I think they realized this was a situation where they couldn't win and couldn't lose," said Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle of South Dakota, who led opposing Senate Republicans in outmaneuvering Bush throughout the debate.

"This is the only way to respond to this," Daschle said. "We will be able to take our position into the five-state tour with a good sense of where we are with this."

The Senate failed to pass Bush's $1.35 trillion tax cut measure Wednesday afternoon, a move that will give Bush a chance to argue that the Senate is out of touch with taxpayers across the nation to visit with taxpayers during the debate.

"It's not too late when you have some time to pass the bill," said Steve Miller, of the people in Iowa who are being sized.

Some majority Republicans said the debate was a weak attempt to bring about much encouragement.

"I don't think anything is going to happen until we have a similar budget cut proposal in secret, the GOP ranks," said the boy's father Mark Hynek.
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The president hits the road to tout the benefits of his budget plan.

By Martin Chorosty
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush sent Congress a $1.34 trillion budget Wednesday that would fuel spending in programs ranging from anti-terrorism to transportation while using billions of dollars from a projected $418 billion surplus to pay down the debt.

Bush's tax-cutting, spending-focused budget was expected to win congressional approval in the House. But it won't be easy for a budget on revenue-sharing to pass in the Senate, where conservative Republicans and liberals are divided.

Bush hit the road Wednesday to tout the benefits of his economic program, telling a crowd at the University of Virginia that the proposal would "reverse the trend of deficit spending that has dogged us in the past." He said, "We believe that a strong and healthy nation can only be built when we act first to bring down our debt and then work hard to bring excess demand to the rich." A cheer erupted from the crowd as Bush said that the plan was "necessary for growth and prosperity." He said, "I want to go to work to bring back a spirit of optimism and a shared sense of responsibility that has been missing in Washington for a long time."

The surplus in the budget is, in part, a reason for the budgets of various programs.

Love deems partisans 'shortsighted'

By Robert Service

Washington — Love, former partner attorney, speaks before the House Judiciary Committee.

WASHINGTON — From the beginning of his presidency, love's attorney has been trying to win back the House Democrats' support for the budget. The attorney, who is one of the most prominent attorneys in the country, said Wednesday that the House Judiciary subcommittee's vote to approve the budget was a victory for those who "believe in the Constitution, the rule of law, and the judicial branch of government." He said, "We're doing this because we want to make sure that the budget is done in a constitutional way that respects the constitutional rights of all Americans." He said, "We are fighting for the judicial branch of government because we believe in the rule of law." He added, "We're fighting for the rights of all Americans, not just those who support the budget." He said, "We are fighting for the rule of law because we believe in justice." He said, "We are fighting for the rights of all Americans, not just those who support the budget." He added, "We are fighting for the rule of law because we believe in justice." He said, "We are fighting for the rights of all Americans, not just those who support the budget." He added, "We are fighting for the rule of law because we believe in justice." He said, "We are fighting for the rights of all Americans, not just those who support the budget." He added, "We are fighting for the rule of law because we believe in justice." He said, "We are fighting for the rights of all Americans, not just those who support the budget." He added, "We are fighting for the rule of law because we believe in justice." He said, "We are fighting for the rights of all Americans, not just those who support the budget." He added, "We are fighting for the rule of law because we believe in justice." He said, "We are fighting for the rights of all Americans, not just those who support the budget." He added, "We are fighting for the rule of law because we believe in justice."
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and director of programming on the executive board - a key minority becau se he's an H-1B
worker.
"All H-1B workers, over 5,000 of them, are con tinuing to work in a country that is in a bad economic situation. When asked about the lack of immigration reform, the member said that many students in an H-1B sur-
rounding the region.
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Financial aid drug law debated

By Ken Magagna
WASHINGTON — People who have committed minor
violation question on their fed-
cial aid applications may be denied
the money.

Hundreds of thousands of students received financial aid
who were stripped of their aid.

The legislation that took
years after Republicans unveiled an
bill that would allow students
aid eligibility.
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Prosecutor says Milosevic moved gold to Switzerland

The Belgrade public prosecutor's office ordered police to investigate the deaths of four submariners who drowned in the Adriatic Sea, in what some observers believe was a cover-up for a huge gold theft.

The order was given on Tuesday by Public Prosecutor Branko Delibasic, who heads the Office for International Crimes and was appointed in 1999 by the Yugoslav prime minister.

Delibasic said he was taking over the investigation of the four submariners' deaths, which occurred in the early hours of March 16, in order to prevent further cover-ups.

Delibasic said he was ordering a probe into possible state and federal corruption in the investigation of the submarine's sinking.

He said he was also ordering an investigation into the possibility that the submarine's gold was moved to Switzerland.

The submarine was the USS USS Iowa City Transit Bus.

The order is the prelude to legal moves aimed at bringing charges against top officials, the families of the submariners, and anyone else involved in the cover-up.

The submarine's gold is estimated to be worth over $1 billion, and there are reports that it was moved to Switzerland shortly after the submarine sank.

Delibasic said he was ordering police to investigate all aspects of the submarine's sinking, including the possibility that the gold was moved to Switzerland.
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Delibas...
Morals are an issue in U.S. relations with Israel...

Ethics in the crosshairs

It is hard to find a proper moral perspective on current events in Israel. If the United States, or any other nation, uses its military power against Israelis, it is offensive to the American public. Yet there are those who believe that the United States must act in order to protect the interests of the American people. This is a complex issue, and it is difficult to find a clear answer.

On one hand, there are those who believe that the United States must support Israel in order to maintain a balance of power in the Middle East. They argue that by backing Israel, the United States can prevent the spread of terrorism and ensure the safety of its citizens. On the other hand, there are those who believe that the United States must support the Palestinian people in order to promote peace and stability in the region. They argue that by providing aid and support to the Palestinian people, the United States can help to create a more just and equitable society.

There are also those who believe that the United States must support both Israel and the Palestinian people in order to achieve a lasting peace in the region. They argue that by working together, the United States and the United Nations can help to create a future in which all people in the Middle East can live in peace and prosperity.

The truth is that there are no easy answers to this complex issue. It is important to remember that the United States has a moral obligation to support both Israel and the Palestinian people. At the same time, it is important to remember that the United States must also support the United Nations in order to achieve a lasting peace in the region.

One thing is clear: the United States must work hard to find a solution to this complex issue. This will not be easy, but it is necessary for the future of the region and the world.

One thing is clear: the United States must work hard to find a solution to this complex issue. This will not be easy, but it is necessary for the future of the region and the world.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Graduating students in athletics

It must be a pleasure to publish the inflated, unsupported and disingenuous letter about Iowa City athletes. It seems that you make huge exaggerations about our student-athletes, and you seem to be completely closed-minded about what they are or aren’t doing. I am personally aware of hundreds of students who can barely afford their education, and if you have the nerve to say that a football or basketball player isn’t making a full ride, I don’t mean any disrespect to the athlete who plays the head-count sports. Every athlete is a hard worker, but you dare to doubt education and $300 to $400 a week? That sounds like a grand good deal. In all sports, whether basketball and football, we have to divvy up 4.5 to 13 scholarships for the entire squad regardless of sport.

So what makes the great athletes and great teams? It is not only their skill, but their commitment in sport. They know they are giving their all to writing articles you have no knowledge about. If you have any knowledge at all, you would realize that the great athletes and teams are the ones who are willing to sacrifice for their team. It is not just a stupid athlete who is out there.

Furthermore, it just isn’t the athletes who are hurting financially at the school. There are hundreds of students who can barely afford their education, and if you have the nerve to say that a football or basketball player isn’t making a full ride, I don’t mean any disrespect to the athlete who plays the head-count sports. Every athlete is a hard worker, but you dare to doubt education and $300 to $400 a week? That sounds like a grand good deal. In all sports, whether basketball and football, we have to divvy up 4.5 to 13 scholarships for the entire squad regardless of sport.

So what makes the great athletes and great teams? It is not only their skill, but their commitment in sport. They know they are giving their all to writing articles you have no knowledge about. If you have any knowledge at all, you would realize that the great athletes and teams are the ones who are willing to sacrifice for their team. It is not just a stupid athlete who is out there.

Furthermore, making gross generalizations on a topic you don’t understand must be a strong point. Let me ask a question that will be answered with more or less a yes. If I were to ask you, don’t all university athletes want to win? Don’t they want to win? Yes, they do, and they want to win every game that is played. So what makes the great athletes and great teams? It is not only their skill, but their commitment in sport. They know they are giving their all to writing articles you have no knowledge about.

The Women of Pi Beta Phi would like to welcome our newest pledges:

Kari Bone
Stefanie Prena
Lindsay Kenoe
Jenna Larson
Kathy McElrith

The Women of Pi Beta Phi

Loyalty to a team is definitely not "exist" in The Women of Pi Beta Phi. We have had the same team for the last four years, and we are proud of the women's basketball team. We have had the same team for the last four years, and we are proud of the women's basketball team.
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World

Rwandan troops march north

The Congo peace process shows new life in the multination peace

By Chris Desmond

JERUSALEM - The 3,000 Rwandan troops marched north of Goma, some 50 km from the Congolese capital Kinshasa, after withdrawing from positions around the city in a significant step in a stuttering process to end the five-year war involving six African nations.

Rwandan troops have been in Congo since 1998 to support rebels fighting against the Congolese government and to protect Rwanda's western boundary from incursions by Hutu militias. They took Goma, 300 km north of Kinshasa, in March 1999, prompting complaints from Rwanda's neighbors.

Col. Kenneth Kasule, Rwandan army chief of operations, said the pullout is proof that the Congolese government is respectful of Rwanda's goodwill, and on the

Colombian cocaine coca producers

An international community of business leaders and politicians Tuesday pledged to support the peace process, as long as genuine and respectful peace negotiations proceed, and as long as genuine and respectful peace negotiations proceed.

The United Nations has come more powerful, as we are ready to give peace a chance. Five years of U. N. peacekeeping in southern Colombia, and will remain there at the request of the Colombian government, Rwanda, and later Uganda, both sent troops into Congo to support the negotiations.

The 10,593 acre increase in Colombian production means that the official number of coca fields in Colombia, according to the United Nations, is now 144,898 acres.

The United States is concerned that the increase in coca production in Colombia is due to a combination of factors.

1. Increased demand for coca in Europe and Asia.

2. Increased availability of coca in Colombia due to a lack of law enforcement.

3. Increased availability of coca in Colombia due to a lack of law enforcement.

"The situation may be more optimistic than I indicated, and the expansion of new fields is an indication of the success of our efforts," said the Colombian government official.

Army chief: Palestinian Authority orders terrorism

"The situation in the occupied territories is very serious," said the Palestinian Authority official, expressing concern about the situation in the West Bank.

Palestinian officials have called for the release of Palestinian prisoners and the end of Israeli settlement expansion.

"We are working very hard to bring about a permanent peace solution," said the official.

"The army is being converted into a terrorist entity," said the Palestinian Authority official, stressing the need for a political solution.

Military chief: NewRN Graduates

"We are well on our way to achieving that goal," said the official.

"But we face many challenges, and we must continue to work hard to bring about a lasting peace."
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**LOOKING FOR WORK:** Buffalo cuts Doug Flutie, Page 2B

**Headlines:** Illinois facility to discourage recruits, Page 6B • All bursting champ out with win injuries, Page 3B • Temple to be counted from Big East, Page 4B

---

**SPORTS**

**ON THE AIR**

**Main Events**

Big Ten Tournament, Penn State at Iowa, 9 p.m., ESPN

**COLLEGE BASEBALL**

Iowa vs. Minnesota, 7 p.m., ESPN

**SCOREBOARD**

---

**Hawkeyes will try to shut down Crispin**

Iowa’s defense will try to shut down the Big Ten’s leading scorer.

By Todd Brownknap

The Daily Iowan

With the amount of injuries the Iowa basketball team has suffered this season, coach Fran McCaffery has been able to rely on a lot of sixth men off the bench. Tonight, Alford hopes he and his Hawkeyes will have a half a dozen men to help him shut down the leagues leading scorer when Iowa takes on Penn State in the Big Ten tournament.

Alford will be looking for all the help he can get when the Hawkeyes attempt to stop Joe Crispin and the Nittany Lions tonight at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. The guards, who ESPN commonly picked up for breakfast, is slated for a big day off.

With just two regular season games remaining, McCaffery said the Big Ten Allied said he felt the Nittany Lions were the NCAAs positioning at this week

---

**Iowa wrestlers on the bubble**

By Hawkeye grapplers

Ben Shirk and Jamin Smith look to qualify for the NCAA tournament.

By C.J. Strickland

The Daily Iowan

The bubble matches are on, and Ben Shirk just wants to get an NCAA berth for the Iowa wrestling team. One is at Iowa's Big Ten Tournament.

As the wrestling Big Ten Tournament nears, the spotlight is on those individuals who watch in awe as those who have grappled in the NCAA tournament this weekend in Evanston, Ill. It is not much of a bash, one selection meeting that will be the best look at the Big Ten's wrestling programs in the country. The Big Ten programs teams in the country

It is trying to have at least one or eight NCAA qualifiers. This year should be no different.

Six Hawkeyes are locks for the NCAA’s in Coach Eric Storti and Brett Snyder. Eric Sommell, Doug Blubaugh, T.J. Williams and Gale Malcom, All four are currently ranked in the top six in the country and will likely place high in the Big Ten tournament.

Iowa have five additional semester. This means they got to be ready to respond.

The other four Hawkeyes are ranked in the NCAA’s this week.

Ben Shirk (185) and Jung Song (197) are two Hawkeyes who have a solid chance. Shirk has a six point lead over N.C. A. State’s Allison in NCAA’s.

Iowa’s Ryan Fosha will qualify for the NCAA championships at the Big Ten tournament this weekend.

Iowa’s Rucker, Rob Griffin, Joey Cole and Brandon Swanson. They are Iowa’s best options to make the NCAA’s.

Oliver’s long road ending

By Mike Kelly

It’s been a tough road for Oliver through his collegiate career. He has taken on the daunting task through four of the most turbulent seasons in Big Ten history. Penn State has lost its Big Ten氡, when the Big Ten’s Coach of the Year.

Oliver has had a chance to show he can handle himself. He has seen the team lose more than one of the Big Ten’s competition.

The Hawkeyes are locks for the NCAA’s with Iowa’s

Joey Cole will be looking for the West Virginia native.

---

**A BIG TEN SEASON WITH MEDER**

**The Women’s Basketball News Service**

**Iowa Big Ten Coach of the Year**

Iowa’s women’s basketball team will be at the annual Big Ten Women’s Basketball Preseason Poll Press Conference. One day after the announcement Big Ten Coach of the Year_Iowa’s Kristi Meder was named to the press poll.

---

**Meder, Bluder garner more honors**

By the Women’s Basketball News Service

Iowa Big Ten Coach of the Year

Kristi Meder and Clark Bluder received their first pre-season polls today. The Iowa basketball coaches were announced as the Big Ten’s Preseason Poll Press Conference.

The press poll was released today. The Big Ten Preseason Poll Press Conference is a combined poll of the Big Ten coaches.

---

**Iowa’s Rucker, Rob Griffin, Joey Cole and Brandon Swanson. They are Iowa’s best options to make the NCAA’s.**

---
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**Hawkeyes will try to shut down Crispin**

Iowa’s defense will try to shut down the Big Ten’s leading scorer.

By Todd Brownknap

The Daily Iowan

With the amount of injuries the Iowa basketball team has suffered this season, coach Fran McCaffery has been able to rely on a lot of sixth men off the bench. Tonight, Alford hopes he and his Hawkeyes will have a half a dozen men to help him shut down the leagues leading scorer when Iowa takes on Penn State in the Big Ten tournament.

Alford will be looking for all the help he can get when the Hawkeyes attempt to stop Joe Crispin and the Nittany Lions tonight at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. The guards, who ESPN commonly picked up for breakfast, is slated for a big day off.

With just two regular season games remaining, McCaffery said the Big Ten Allied said he felt the Nittany Lions were the NCAAs positioning at his Monthly conference, but Iowa’s defense will try to shut down Crispin by delving Penn State would not score more than seventy percent of the 20-win mark, would stifle them and would give the Hawkeyes a home court advantage.

But that may be easier said than done, so Iowa fans the daunting task of stopping a team in a season. As much as an Iowa needs to defeat Penn State, the Nittany Lions’ position in the Big Ten tournament.

"They’ll shoot it from anywhere," McCaffery said. "They’ve got a pool of sixth men off the bench. They’re a potent opponent for us in the Big Ten.

Coach Andy Zarri will be looking tonight’s meeting with a record of 15-10 and 4-6 in the Big Ten, and needs to win out to make it into the NCAA tournament.

Still, McCaffery is confident he and his team can handle his Hawkeyes will have a home court advantage.
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Ben Shirk and Jamin Smith look to qualify for the NCAA tournament.

By C.J. Strickland
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The bubble matches are on, and Ben Shirk just wants to get an NCAA berth for the Iowa wrestling team. One is at Iowa's Big Ten Tournament.
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Iowa have five additional semester. This means they got to be ready to respond.

The other four Hawkeyes are ranked in the NCAA’s this week.

Ben Shirk (185) and Jung Song (197) are two Hawkeyes who have a solid chance. Shirk has a six point lead over N.C. A. State’s Allison in NCAA’s.

Iowa’s Ryan Fosha will qualify for the NCAA championships at the Big Ten tournament this weekend.
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It’s been a tough road for Oliver through his collegiate career. He has taken on the daunting task through four of the most turbulent seasons in Big Ten history. Penn State has lost its Big Ten氡, when the Big Ten’s Coach of the Year.

Oliver has had a chance to show he can handle himself. He has seen the team lose more than one of the Big Ten’s competition.
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**The Women’s Basketball News Service**

**Iowa Big Ten Coach of the Year**

Iowa’s women’s basketball team will be at the annual Big Ten Women’s Basketball Preseason Poll Press Conference. One day after the announcement Big Ten Coach of the Year_Iowa’s Kristi Meder was named to the press poll.
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**Meder, Bluder garner more honors**

By the Women’s Basketball News Service

Iowa Big Ten Coach of the Year

Kristi Meder and Clark Bluder received their first pre-season polls today. The Iowa basketball coaches were announced as the Big Ten’s Preseason Poll Press Conference.

The press poll was released today. The Big Ten Preseason Poll Press Conference is a combined poll of the Big Ten coaches.

---
**Bills cut Doug Flutie, keep Rob Johnson**

**By John Wawrow**
Associated Press

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y.—Doug Flutie will be cut after an exhaustive study led the Buf­falo Bills to conclude that Rob Johnson is the best quarterback for the team.

In an extraordinary decision on Wed­nesday, the team'sagonal and offensive coordinator Tony Doran­o set the 36-year-old Flutie, who was scheduled to be a free agent, released the quarterback who gave the Bills the nickname "Gunshy Joe." The move comes as the sa­lary cap strapped Bills are in the process of having to cut about $10 million off their payroll in time for today's 4 p.m. deadline.

"We felt that Rob Johnson was the best quarterback, and we wanted to pick the best quarterback for the job," said Donahoe.

Donahoe hoped the announcement ends the long­brewing controversy that divided the fans and the team over the past three seasons.

But he acknowledged that it might not end the second­guessing.

"We know that today's decision may not be a popular one with some fans. But our responsibility as an organization is not to make the fans happy, but to make the right deci­sion for the team,

"We weighed everything we could weigh, and when we put it all together, it wasn't

just one factor that came up," Donahoe said.
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Leaf cut by Chargers, Dillon stays

NFL teams cut prominent players to make room for free agency.

By Associated Press

Quarterbacks Ryan Leaf and Doug Flutie and free agent defensive end Shantee Day were among those released Wednesday as NFL teams cleared payroll space before free agency began Friday.

Many players will be released as teams get down to the $42.4 million salary cap as it deadline approached.

The Chargers released nine players as they try to win three consecutive Super bowls. They cut center John Hufnagel, defensive tackle Aaron Glenn, linebacker Charlie Davis, running back Corey Dillon and four others.

Leaf and four others. In other salary-driven cuts, the Pittsburgh Steelers released center Dermontti Dawson and the Carolina Panthers released three players who were with George Seifert when he was in Super Bowl with the 49ers in 1995.

Several teams announced the release of players on Thursday, even though players still had salary-cap days to earn to earn pay cuts to get more flexibility.

AL batting champ out with wrist injury

"There are only so many shoes to fill," Manning Dolphin said. "We're going to lose a couple of key guys. There's no way around that.

The Kansas City Chiefs, who ended last season almost $31 million over the cap, were trying to see whether they could reconstruct Elvis Grbac's contract. The quarterback's contract was a $30 million bonus if he's still on the roster Friday.

He had an MRI and the results were as good as could be. He said, 'I'm ready for opening day. But if Garciaparra played all season with a shoulder injury and won the batting title last summer, but was benched after throwing five interceptions in the first two games. Norton spent 11 years with Dallas before joining the 49ers as a free agent in 1994. Norton spent all his career with the Cowboys, pen to the down. The Chargers also released a player who had ties to their past. However, 36, isn't by the Dallas Cowboys, one with the New England Patriots to play center for the team over the last 29 years.

The seven-time Pro Bowl selection was the second pick in the 1996 draft, taken right after Priest Holmes, who played for the Chargers with his boisterous behavior. Leaf scored all of the 1399 season with a shoulder injury and won the batting title last summer, but was benched after throwing five interceptions in the first two games. Norton spent 11 years with Dallas before joining the 49ers as a free agent in 1994. Norton spent all his career with the Cowboys, pen to the down. The Chargers also released a player who had ties to their past. However, 36, isn't by the Dallas Cowboys, one with the New England Patriots to play center for the team over the last 29 years.

The seven-time Pro Bowl selection was the second pick in the 1996 draft, taken right after Priest Holmes, who played for the Chargers with his boisterous behavior. Leaf scored all of the 1399 season with a shoulder injury and won the batting title last summer, but was benched after throwing five interceptions in the first two games. Norton spent 11 years with Dallas before joining the 49ers as a free agent in 1994. Norton spent all his career with the Cowboys, one with the down. The Chargers also released a player who had ties to their past. However, 36, isn't by the Dallas Cowboys, one with the New England Patriots to play center for the team over the last 29 years.

The seven-time Pro Bowl selection was the second pick in the 1996 draft, taken right after Priest Holmes, who played for the Chargers with his boisterous behavior. Leaf scored all of the 1399
Schwab confident in teammates’ chances

WRESTLING

Continued from Page 3

Iowa-Penn State

Boyd may face tough task with PSU

IOWA- PENN STATE
Continued from Page 11

Boyd is just one of the Iowa wrestlers missing 
both the Big Ten and NCAA tournaments this season. His 87-3 record from 
2013-14 has him penciled in as No. 1 his junior season, according to coach

Some have said that Boyd should have been chosen as Iowa’s No. 1 wrestler 
in 2013, and the talented junior is certainly a top wrestler in the country. 
If he wins the Big Ten tournament, he will likely get a shot at the NCAA title if 
he continues to perform at a high level.

Boyd is not the only Iowa wrestler who is missing the NCAA tournament.

‘I’m just not going to be able to compete at the highest level this year,” Boyd said.

Boyd said that while he is confident in his teammates, he is not sure if they

Boyd is currently ranked No. 1 in the 125-pound weight class, and he has 
h littered the course with double digit scores throughout the season. 
He has won eight consecutive matches and five of his last six matches. 
In his most recent match, he defeated the No. 8 seed, Matt 

Boyd is looking forward to wrestling with his teammates at the Big Ten 
tournament. His goal is to make it to the NCAA tournament, where he hopes 
to win a national title.

Boyd said that while he is confident in his teammates, he is not sure if they

Boyd is currently ranked No. 1 in the 125-pound weight class, and he has 
h littered the course with double digit scores throughout the season. 
He has won eight consecutive matches and five of his last six matches. 
In his most recent match, he defeated the No. 8 seed, Matt
Jewish player to miss conference tourney game because of Sabbath

By David Gluck

By DAVID GLUCK

Baltimore — To be fair, Goodman spends every Friday night in an Orthodox synagogue observing the Jewish Sabbath by reading from the Torah with members of the congregation.

"I don't think there's been any time I've missed," Goodman said before the Tigers' first-round game. The injury will keep him out of the conference tournament.

The injury will keep him out of the conference tournament.

"We're optimistic that Carlos will be ready for the NCAA tournament," Jaskulski said. "But Goodman ultimately rejected the offer when it became apparent the Maryland staff was uncomfortable with his refusal to play on the Jewish Sabbath.

The Jewish native has averaged 14 points a game this season.

The injury will keep him out of the conference tournament.

"We're optimistic that Carlos will be ready for the NCAA tournament," Jaskulski said. "But Goodman ultimately rejected the offer when it became apparent the Maryland staff was uncomfortable with his refusal to play on the Jewish Sabbath.

The Jewish native has averaged 14 points a game this season.
Player injured in strike-zone demonstration

A foul ball hits Pittsburgh Kevin Young injuring his elbow.

By Alan Robinson
Associated Press

BERKELEY, Calif. — The new strike zone has claimed a victim.

Pittsburgh Pirates first baseman Jim Leyland broke his right hand on a foul ball. Leyland was injured in the third inning of the game against the California Golden Bears Thursday.

Young is expected to be out a few weeks, but Pittsburgh manager Chuck Tanner said it was too early to know for sure.

Umpires have been instructed to give the signs a tight strike if a ball is thrown. The new rule, which is a tighter strike than the old rule, has been in effect since the season started.

McClendon and Reynolds both expect it to make some differences in action. The new rule is expected to make it easier for umpires to call balls and strikes, and it is expected to help players to hit the ball better.

"To make sure all umpires are consistent, we have equipped our umpires with new masks that will make them easier to see," McClendon said.

McClendon and Reynolds both expect that the new rule will help the teams to hit the ball better. The new rule is expected to help the teams to hit the ball better, and it is expected to help the teams to hit the ball better.
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Physical Therapy Aide

Progressive Rehabilitation Associates, L.L.C. is seeking to fill a Physical Therapy Aide position working 15 hours a week at our Mercy Medical Plaza location (across from Mercy Hospital on Market St.). Duties will include typing and assisting with patient care. Successful candidates will excel in a team atmosphere working with the public in a friendly and helpful manner. Prior experience is desirable, willing to train. No phone calls. Send letter of interest and/or resume to: Progressive Rehabilitation Associates, L.L.C., Attn: Mike Lamogna, 540 E. Jefferson St., Suite 302, Iowa City, IA 52245.

CANDLES FRANCHISE

Maloney’s is hiring for experienced cooks & delivery drivers. Please apply with between 1-3pm.
calendar

"Prepares Our Daughters for Life," today at noon, 1800 Ballroom.

Record Auction (Th.), today at 3:30 p.m. Room W401, Popielows Business Building.

Richard M. Botenriee Municipal Court Competition, final round, today at 9:45 a.m. Lyle Auditorium, Bueschel-Bolling.

Women and Men Workshop Series. "Money Buying and Men," today at 6:30 p.m. Meeting room A, Iowa City Public Library, 123 S. Linn St.

"The Art of Volunteering for a Life," today at 7 p.m., IMU Room W106.


Journeys in Faith. "A Weekly Forum Open to All Faiths," facilitated by Katie Stalker, UI Counseling Services, and John Stadler, Benedict College Student Center, today at 8 a.m., 146-1 Jefferson St.

horoscopes

Thursday, March 1, 1990

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): The best way to keep your resolutions is to make them specific. Make your plans clear to friends or relatives having updating their calendar to reflect what is important to you.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Your professional life is going to become more complex today. You may need to reorganize your priorities.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Today is a good day to show your love and appreciation for someone who has been helping you out. Be sure to express your gratitude.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your plans may not come to fruition without your hard work. Be patient and continue to work towards your goals.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You can successfully take on new responsibilities if you plan your work carefully. Today is a good day to take control of your life.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Someone you thought was not important may suddenly become important to you today. Be ready to adapt to new circumstances.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You may be feeling more energetic today, but be careful not to let your enthusiasm overwhelm you. Today is a good day to set new goals.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Look to the people who will pull you towards your whole family. Organize social functions around the needs of your family. You need to get back to basics to achieve family values.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): You are likely to jump from one project to another to avoid making the wrong decision. You may need to slow down and rethink your plans before you act.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Getting on with others will be hard today. You may need to adjust as you go. Try your best to meet your deadlines and get your work done.

Taurus: (April 21-May 20): Your friends or relatives having a difficult time will be more approachable today. You may be able to help them out.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Your emotional or mental colleagues today may lack professionalism. Don't let this change your mind about becoming the personal lives of others.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Your friends and family may have your back today. Think carefully before you make decisions that are risky with your career. It is wise to back up your decisions with your own plan to succeed.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be sure to let others know that you are there for them. You may need to offer help.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your friends and family may have been working behind the scenes to support you. Be sure to take time to show your appreciation.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your friends and family may have been working behind the scenes to support you. Be sure to take time to show your appreciation.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Someone you thought was not important may suddenly become important to you today. Be ready to adapt to new circumstances.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You may be feeling more energetic today, but be careful not to let your enthusiasm overwhelm you. Today is a good day to set new goals.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Look to the people who will pull you towards your whole family. Organize social functions around the needs of your family. You need to get back to basics to achieve family values.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): You are likely to jump from one project to another to avoid making the wrong decision. You may need to slow down and rethink your plans before you act.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Getting on with others will be hard today. You may need to adjust as you go. Try your best to meet your deadlines and get your work done.